Year 1 Term 5

Vocabulary

Story: Awongalema

Please note, these are words we hope your child will learn to understand and use in speech this term.
It is for your information so that you can support your child to develop their vocabulary.
Please do not feel that your child must be able to read and write these words by the end of term.
Literacy
Numeracy
Science
Geography and
History/Topic
information
one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten,
weather
Equator
fact
eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen,
climate
hot
poem
seventeen, eighteen, nineteen, twenty
season
cold
title
double
rain
country
heading
half
sun
continent
subheading
quarter
snow
location
contents
hundreds
hail
glossary
tens
dry
north
diagram
ones
wet
east
non-chronological
place value
arid
south
report
word problem
cloud
west
uppercase
season
compass
lowercase
compare
animals
Asia
habitats
Africa
omnivore
North America
carnivore
South America
herbivore
Antarctica
predator
Europe
prey
Australia

Curriculum Map
Year
Term 5 2017

An African Adventure

English
Phonics: Continue learning and reviewing sounds from
phases 2-5 in mixed phonics groups.
We will be creating information texts linked to our topic.
We will continue to explore creative language and using
ambitious vocabulary in our writing.
We will continue to practise our handwriting and letter
formation.
Science
We will be learning about the weather in each season
and compare this to East African weather and climate,
linking to the dry and wet seasons.

Maths
We will revisit topics such as place value, fractions and
word problems. Children will learn to read or listen to
a word problem and decide what question is being
asked.
We will recap a range of skills such as addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, and measures.
Music
Take part in singing and following melodies.
Imitate changes in pitch.
We will also learn some more songs in sign language.

We will also revise animals and habitats.

PE

We will be looking at ‘games’
including throwing and catching.
Over arm and under arm throws.
Computing
Digital Art and African patterns

Awongalema

Art & Design
This term our cross-curricular art
work is inspired by the setting of our
story. We will design our own animal
stamps and create animal printed
pictures.
Our artwork will be based around our
story Awongalema.

Languages
Basic greetings
RE
Why is Ramadan important to
Muslim children?

History/Geography
We will begin to learn about the
continents, and the climates in
different parts of the world, specifically
looking at the difference between Africa
and Europe.

We will be learning about
Ramadan and Eid this term.

PSHE

In PSHE our topic is based around ‘relationships’. We will explore transitions that happen in our lives and what makes
a good friend. We will also learn about different ways in which friendship can be shown and how to manage feelings
and difficulties in friendships.

